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Add Ms 15819
Germanicus, Aratea with scholia Strozziana (‘Siciliensis’)
Florence
1465-75 (annotations and, possibly, diagrams by Bartolommeo Fonzio)

ff. 4v-48v

ff. 1r-2r

Germanicus, Aratea, with scholia Strozziana

(in gold) FRAGMENTUM

ARATHI

(superscript as an insert by original hand) CUM [COM

added by later hand in black] MENTO NOVITER REPERTUM IN SICILIA INCIPIT.
ARATUS quidem Fuit athinodori patris filius; matris delitophle — magnum loqui
peritię mathematicę reperimus. (= ‘Aratus genus’ section (V) from the Revised
Aratus latinus, cf. Maass 1898, pp. 146-50)
note: As with all of the manuscripts in this family, Add Ms 15819 has numerous
small lacunae in the first section of the text. The scribe draws attention to them
by adding in the margin:delecte errant hec (?) et legi haud quaque poterunt .
Unlike the other examples of these lacunae, however, in this manuscript the shape
of the lacunae clearly shows that the missing words are the result of a curved tear
in the model. This could suggest that Add Ms 1589 is closer to the model than the
others. The text reads:
(fol. 1v) Didicisse autum eum & odiseam […] inquit quali praesidens ad Imperatore
[…] scripsisse homerum et ei direxisse; […] conpluribus factus […]ut testatur
calim[…] propter paxipa[…] autem pelusinus cum quo […] inquit eum apud anti
patrem (?) […] permanisisse tempore […] earum quoque sumministrationem ab
antigono … (cf. Maass, pp. 148-49)
ff. 2r-4r

CAelum circulis quinque distinguitur — connexio vero piscium communem habet
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stellam. ( = excerpts from the scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig 1976, pp. 105-09; the
Greek sections have been left blank with the following in the margin: hic hce
propter vetustatem non poterunt legi)
ff. 4v-48r

AB Iove principium magno deduxit Aratus (last word corrected)
Carminis: at nobis genitor tu maxs auctor —
HIc primos ortus crater premit ulterioris
Vocalis rostro corvi super hydraque lucet.
( = Germanicus Aratea, ll. 1-430)
note: that the poem has the usual verses missing from the text for this family: v.
406 (following line is: Andromede vero radiat qua stella sub ipsa); vv. 248-50; 25557; 270-72;28-80;284-86; 289-90;315-17; 321-23;328-30;333-35; (but v. 340 is
included); 341; 344-46; 356-58; 363-65;379-81;393-95

ff. 5r-48v

scholia Strozziana: QUeritur quare a Jove ceperit et non amusis ut homero —
(ends incompletely) Habet stellas in labras obscuras duas. per singula latera. (cf
Breysig 1876, pp. 109-181, v. 14)

ff. 49r-51r

Ęthereum venit taurus super imbribus atrum —
Hęc eadem tibi signa dabunt non irrita pisces
(= Breysig 1876, fragm. iii, vv. 52-163 (pp. 47-54).
note: There is a blank space on fol. 49r evidently for a picture. In the margin, it is
written: tantum deera (?) in exemplari

ff.51r-55v

Solem per se ipsum constat moveri: non — namque his certissimus auctor (=
excerpt from scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig 1876, pp. 193-202)

ff.55v-58v

A bruma in favonium: cęsari nobilia sydera significant — ab equinoctio dicimus
fieri (= excerpt from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1876, pp. 203-09)

ff. 58v-61v

ANTe omnia autem duo esse nomina celestis — in media segete non esse noxias
tempestates (= excerpt from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1876, pp. 210-15)

fol. 61v-62r

VErtices extremos circa quos cęli spera volvitur — in cauda tres. Sunt omnes vi
(crossed through) xx. (= excerpt from scholia Strozziana; cf. Breysig 1876, pp. 11112, esp. see the note at the bottom of p. 112).
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ff. 62r-71v

PRimum asole capiemus presagia. purus oriens manu sinistra bootis (= Pliny, NH,
XVIII, 341-42; which then jumps to Hyginus, Astronomica, IV, 6 ) exteriore parte
circuli pervenit coniuncta. — (ending incompletely with Hyginus, Astronomica, IV,
14) sed non ut aliquem conclusiorem locum totumque spatium impleat lumine. Si
quis.
At the bottom of the page:
Plura defficiunt quę propter vetustatem et quinternionum fractionem colligi
nequaquam potuerunt.

illustrations
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ff. 6r-48r

Coloured drawings in light brown ink with colour washes in green , yellow and tan of
43 Constellations (with Sagitta twice), plus the Pleiades, with stars marked by gold
dots. The missing constellations are: Equuleus, Libra and Corona Austrinus.

fol. 3r

plnaisphere: see the planispheres and hemispheres section

fol. 4v

Jupiter on his eagle, facing towards the left, while the eagle faces to the right. He
holdsa handful of brown lightning in his extended right hand and a sceptre in his
left, which rests on his shoulder. He has a set of three concentric haloes around his
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head with the innermost being gilt, and wears a mantle, so his right shoulder and
arm are exposed. He is bearded. His eagle stands upon a looped piece of fabric.
fol. 6r

DRACO INTER ARCTOS (bears are brown and labelled in pink: Helyce and Cynosura;
Draco is green). DRACO has 3stars in the head and 12 in the body (though one of
these in the tail may be a drop of pink ink).
URSA MAIOR has 2 stars in the back of the neck, 1 in the chest, 1 in the belly and 3
in the tail
URSA MINOR has 7 stars in the head, 3 on the back, 4 in the chest, 2 in the right
foreleg, 4 in the tail, 3 in the right back leg and 2 in the left back foot.

fol. 8r

HERCULES (tan hair and skin; the snake is green, the 10 apples are golden in the
tree with green leaves) has 1 in star in his head, 1 pink one and 1 gold one in his
shoulders, 1 on the right hand and 1 on the club, 4 along the top of the skin and 1
on the skin, 1 on his left thigh with 4 stars having been scraped off (1 off the thigh
2 off the shin and 1 off the foot of the left leg), 2 pink stars in the right thigh, 1
in the right knee, 1 on the right shin (with 1 having been erased), 2 pink ones on
the right heel and 1 gold one on the right toes. The Snake has 15 pink stars.

fol. 9r

CORONA BOREALIS (yellow with green ribbon) has 9 gold stars.

fol. 9v

OPHIUCHUS (tan hair) has 1 gold star in the head, 1 n each shoulder, 2 in the back,
4 in the right hand, 1 in each knee, 1 in each foot with 3 pink stars in the left hand
and 1 pink star in the right thigh.
SERPENS (green) has 3 gold stars in the head, 4 in the body and 7 in the curl.
SCORPIO has 4 in the claws, 3 in the mouth, 5 in the back, 5 in the tail and 2 in the
tip of the tail.

fol. 11v

BOOTES has 1 gold star in the head, 1 in each shoulder, 3 in the chest, 4 in the
stick, 1 in each foot and 1 large one on the tip of the sword.

fol. 12r

VIRGO has 1 open circle on her head in black ink, 2 stars on each wing, 1 on each
shoulder, 1 on each hand, 1 on the right hip, 6 on each thigh, 1 on each foot.
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fol. 14r

GEMINI Left Twin (blonde hair): has 1 gold star in the head, 1 on each shoulder, 2
on the right hand, 1on each knee, and 1 in each foot. Right Twin (blonde hair and
yellow harp) has 1 gold star on the head, 2 in the chest, 3 on the right hand, 1 on
the right knee and 1 in the right foot and 2 on the left foot.
CANCER has 1 gold star on the nose, 4 in the upper claws and 5 in the lower claws,
with 4 pink stars on the nose and 2 pink stars on the body.

fol. 16r

LEO (tan with a pink tongue) has 3 gold stars on his head, 2 in the neck, 3 on the
back, 1 in the chest, 1 on the right foreleg, 2 in the tail and 1 on each hind foot.

fol. 17v

AURIGA (yellow cart) has 1 star in the head, 1 in each shoulder, 1 in the right
hand, 2 in the left hand, 1 in each knee.

fol. 19r

TAURUS (with blue band at his cut-off) has 1 star in each horn, 3 in the face, 4 on
the chest, 1 on each knee, 2 in the right hoof, 3 on the back and 1 on the belly.

fol. 20v

CEPHEUS (with dark brown skin) has 2 gold stars in his head, 1 on each shoulder,
1 on each hand, 1 on each elbow, 3 at his waist, 1 on his right thigh, 2 on his left
thigh, 3 on left foot and 2 on his right foot.

fol. 21v

CASSIOPEIA (yellow throne and dark brown skin) has 2 gold stars on top of the
throne, 1 in her head, 1on each shoulder, 1 in her chest, 1 in her stomach 1 on
each hand, 2 on the cushion, 2 in her lap and 1 between her knees.

fol. 22r

ANDROMEDA (between green rocks and with blonde hair and very dark brown skin):
has 1 gold star on her head, 1 in each shoulder (with possibly a second one on her
right shoulder), 3 on her breast, 4 across her hips, 1 in each knee, 3 down her right
arm and 1 on her right hand, 1 in her left sleeve, 2 on her right foot and 1 in her
left foot.

fol. 23r

PEGASUS has 3 gold stars on his ears, 3 on his face, 1 on his chest, 1 on his
shoulder, 1 on his belly, 1 on his back, and 4 on his wings, with 1 red star on each
knee.

fol. 24r

ARIES has 1 gold star on the horn, 3 in the face, 2 in the neck, 3 in the belly and 1
in each hoof.

fol. 25v

TRIANGULUM has 3 gold stars.
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fol. 26r

PISCES (blue with brown gills) has 12 gold stars in the top fish, 12 in the cord (the
cord has been scraped off and redrawn) and 7 in the bottom fish.

fol. 27r

PERSEUS (red at neck of the Medusa and a yellow staff to the halberd) has 1 gold
star on his head, 1 on each shoulder, 1 on the back, 1 on the left hip, 1 right elbow,
1 right hand, 1 on left knee, 1 on the left shin, 1 right shin, 1 on each foot, 1 on the
knife of the halberd with 1 on the left hand and 3 in the head of Medusa. There is
also a pink star on the right knee.

fol. 28r

PLEIADES (yellow hair and pink wash in faces) have no stars.

fol. 29r

LYRA (yellow) has 9 gold stars.

fol. 30r

CYGNUS has 1 gold star in the head, 1 in the neck, 1 in the chest, 5 in each wing,
and 1 in the tail.

fol. 30v

AQUARIUS (blonde with yellow in his robe, belt, boots and urn) has 2 gold stars in
his head, 1 in his right shoulder, 1 in his chest, 1 under his right arm, 1 in right
elbow, 1 in each hand, 3 at his waist, 1 on his right knee, 1 on his right shin, 1 on
each foot, with 1 red star on his left shoulder, 1 on his left elbow and 1 on his left
knee. There are 31 gold stars in the water.
CAPRICORN has 4 gold stars in the horns, 3 in the face, 2 in the chest 2 in the right
foot, 7 in the curl, 5 under the tail and 2 in the tip of the tail.

fol. 33v

SAGITTARIUS (green hairy band where halves meet) has 2 gold stars on his head, 1
on right shoulder, 1 on the skin, 2 on the bow, 2 on the arrow, 2 on the horse’s
back, 1 on the belly, 2 on the left hind leg.
SAGITTA has 4 gold stars.

fol. 35r

AQUILA (brown with yellow beak and talons) has 1 gold star on his head, 1 on his
right wing and 1 on his chest.
SAGITTA2 has 4 stars.

fol. 36r

DELPHINUS (blue with brown gills); has 1 gold star in his mouth, 4 in the body, 2
along the belly and 2 in the tail.
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fol. 36v

ORION (blonde hair) has 3 gold stars in his head, 1 on each shoulder, 3 in the waist,
1 on each knee, 1 on each foot, 1 on the right elbow and 4 in the sword.

fol. 39r

CANIS MAIOR (with a brown collar) has 1 gold star on the nose, 1 on the head and 2
on the neck, 3 in the chest, 1 in the right front paw and 3 on the left front paw, 1
on the shoulder and 3 in the belly, 1 on the tip of the tail and 1 on the left hind
foot.

fol. 41

LEPUS (yellow) has 2 gold stars in the eras, 2 in the chest, 1 on the back and 1 in
each hind foot.

fol. 42r

ARGO (yellow) has 3 gold stars in the mast, 4 along the top of the boat, 4 in the
stern, 5 in the rear oars and 5 along the keel.

fol. 43r

CETUS (green) has 6 gold stars along the bottom of the tail 6 in the tail and 2 at the
end of the tail.

fol. 43v

ERIDANUS ( yellow hair and beard, tan urn, yellow water; ancillary figure of
Phaeton has green water, blue sky and black and pink flames): has 7 gold stars
in the head, 6 in the right arm, 3 in the right knee and 1 in each foot. The
ancillary figure has 1 dull gold stars in the water.

fol. 45r

PISCIS AUSTRINUS (blue back with brown gill) has 12 gold stars.

fol. 45v

ARA (yellow with brown flames) has 2 gold stars in the flame and 2 in the cup.

fol. 46v

CENTAURUS (yellow bunnies, plate and beard, a blue tip to his spear and green
fringe where his halves meet) has 3 gold stars in his hat, 1 in the skin, 1 on his right
elbow, 1 on his right hand, 1 on his human back, 4 in his horse’s chest, 2 on his
belly, 2 on his rump, 3 on his tail, 1 on each front hoof and 1 on each hind knee.
LUPUS has 6 gold stars on the body and 2 on the foot of the plate.

fol. 48r

HYDRA (green): 29 gold stars. CRATER has 10 stars. CORVUS (brown) has 5 stars.

fol. 52v

Sol standing in a quadriga (that is semicircular, gilded and resembles the contours
of a planet) drawn by four white horses with brown bands around their waists that
are splayed into two pairs. He holds the red reins in his left hand and a two-thonged
flail is held out in his right. His cloak billows to the right.
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fol. 55v

Luna in her chariot which is flanked by two bulls. She stands with her head covered
and wearing a long cloak that flows behind her. She has a blue crescent moon on
her head and points with her right hand to the torch she carries in her left hand.

fol. 62r

Austronotus is a male centaur that leaps to the left. He has blonde hair and two
bunches of lily-shaped flowers in his hands, held out to either side and a frilly
yellow band where the human part meets the horse part.

notes
This manuscript belonged to Francesco, son of Tomaso Sassetta of Florence (cf also Egerton 1050
with original stamped binding in dark umber leather); 71 written leaves good humanist cursive
script; with diagrams and figures ‘probably’ by Bartolommeo Fonzio with affinities in style to
diagrams and figs in Oxford Bodl Lat misc D. 85 which is a Fonzio autograph. Fonzio had been in
Ferrara in early 1469, but had returned to Florence in the early 1470s; ms has Sassetta arms (black
with a blue diagonal stripe from left top to right bottom, banded by gold) and colophon (MITIA
FATA MIHI FRANCISCI SASSETTI THOMAE FILII CIVIS FLORENTINI (30v)); highly burnished gold initials
with large white vine on frontispiece; small gold ‘bugs’ and 2 putti near arms; scored and blocked
in double lines
ii + 71 + iv; with on inscription of the final flyleaf (attached to the back cover) On ir: ‘Purchased of
Techener, Paris 28 May 1846’; fol. 1r: title in gold and initials in gold with white vine set within
blue and green and melon-orange also has gold structural knots within the white vine. All
paragraphs headed by blue initials. Numerous annotations in pale brown ink and in pink ink with
pink stars added to some of the constellations and (very rarely) pink labels. Greek words often put
in the margins to refer to holes in the text, apparently in the same brown hand.
bibliography
Saxl and Meier, III, 1, p. 51-53: dates to c. 1470, Italian, 71 ff, 24 x 17 cm; on middle of the front of
the flysheet to the end, has MITIA FATA MIHI. FRANCISCI SASSETTI THOMAE FILII CIVIS FLORENTINI
and on fol. 1r, has the Sassetti arms; notes that with Egerton 1050 is a copy of the Aratea
discovered by Poggio, cf. Rome volume, p. 4.
McGurk, IV, pp. xviii-xix.
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Reeve, CQ, 1980, p. 512, n. 21: the corrections in Add 15819 lead to the edition princeps, in Eton
88 and in Naples XIV D 37; Florentine has Fonzio corrections which reoccur in the editio princeps
and Eton 88; says that Add 15819 leads through to Palermoms and Berol lat oct 149 and also Vat lat
1801, but through intemediaries
AC de la Mare, ‘The Library of Francesco Sassetti (1421-90)’ in Cultural Aspects of the Italian
Renaissance. Essays in Honour of Paul Oskar Kristeller, ed. C. H. Clough, Manchester 1976, pp 160201, esp. p. 185, no. 65: fragment of Aratea, deriving from the lost ms discovered by Poggio.
Florence c. 1465-75?, 71 written leaves, parchment, 237 x 170 mm, good humanistic cursive hand;
fol. 1 has vine stem border with Sassetti arms. Diagrams with figures are perhaps drawn by
Bartolomeo Fonzio and his annotations form an integral part of the drawings; reproduces the ex
libris in Fonzio’s hand (fol. 77) in fig. 9.1, p. 186. ; has Fonzio corrections which reoccur in the
editio princeps and Eton 88
WY Fletcher, Foreign Bookbinding in the BM, 1896, pl VIII.
T de Marinis, La legatura artistica in Italia nei secoli XV e XVI, 1970, I, no. 1038.
Haffner, Sternbilderzyklus, p. 26: text related to Madrid 19; original type from Sicily; addition of
so-called ‘scholia strozziana’.
Minitura fiorentina del Rinascimento, 1440-152: Un primo censimento, eds. A. Garzelli and AC de
la Mare [Inventari e cataloghi Toscani, 18], Florence 1985, pp. 93-97: almost always designed in pen
with light touches of watercolour that are an integral part of the text. also mentions a ms 389 in
the Biblioteca Nazionale (fol. 3v in the Aratus from Naples ???) also cites Add 15819 (pl. 604,
planisphere) and Urb 1358 (ills.: pl. 603 planisphere, 606= Cassiopeia)
pp. 90-93: chapter on a hypothesis of Bartlomeo Fonzio as a draftsman; and Bodleian Ms Lat misc d.
85 (Saxl ref of a tacuino miscellany?) in the Bodley with BL Add 15819 and Urb 1358 and says that
the hand and illums are the same in all; Flo Laur, 43.53, p. 95: Palmieri illuminated by Botticini;
was illum’d between 1472 and 73 (date of Dati’s death) given its comm. by Dati as a sign of
approval, probl in 1465, For Palmieri, see Storia della Letteratura Italiana, Milan 1976, III, p. 201
and Cosenza, ad vocem. For the style, makes connections with other Botticini works, such as the
Stockholm drawing of an angel (no 65); also notes the author portrait of Palmieri by Botticini on fol
303. (illus on pls.610-17 Virgo, Cepheus, Cassiopeia, Herc, Serp, Gemini, author portrait and
planisphere) Laur 89.43 Aratus illum’d by Gherardo; plates 954-56= Hercules, Virgo and
planisphere.
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Haffner, Sternbildzyklus: p. 113: as far as she can tell, none of the Florentine mss predate 1468.
Florence 89.43 has Medici arms, but it is not under Giovanni’s or Piero’s items (see Ames Lewis on
Piero’s library, 1984) and the decoration recalls mss commissioned by Lorenzo or Giuliano (cf
Dell’ombra dell lauro, 1992, pp. 71ff, nr 2, 52, pp. 150-58). Garzelli gives the miniatures to
Gherardo (Garzelli p. 95 and see also Levi d’Ancona 1967, p. 129); BL Add 15819 comes from the
Sassetti library text and illustrations have been given to Fonzio in the 1470s (1967, pp. 174 and
185). Garzelli also gives illustrations of Vat Urb lat 1358 to Fonzio in the copy for Federico II di
Montefeltro (Garzelli, p. 90; Mss classiques II, 2, pp. 675 ff)). Vat Barb lat 77 also comes from
Florence around 1470 (Mss classiques I, 1975, pp. 126 ff); Madrid 8282 also comes from Florence
around 1470 (cf Inventario general, XII, 1988, p. 292) She notes Reeve’s comment about the
appearance of the ‘Fragmentum noviter repertum in Sicilia’ and wonders if the model for all these
might not be Manetti’s mss. As it was the first Neapolitan copy? Also notes another one in the
Pandolfini coll.; remarks about the rapid and wide copying of this mss: Vat Urb lat 1358 in Urbino;
Pannizza in Ferrara (Palermo ms); In Venice there was a ms that was used for the exemplar of 1488,
in Rome there was the copy of BL Egerton 1050 that was done by Michael Laurentii for Fabio
Mazzatosto sometime around 1470, says that these illuminations are more antiquized, with naked
figures, etc.
S. Caroti and S. Zamponi, Lo scrittoio di Bartlomeo Fonzio, con una nota di E. Casamassima
[Documenti sulle arti del libro, X], ed. by E. Casamassima andd A. Vigevani, Milan 1974
Phillips, ‘Perseus and Andromeda’, p. 20: BL Add 15819, shows the inherently conservative nature
of these iconographical types in the depiction of Andromeda chained to rocks.
A.W. Byvanck, ‘De platen in de Aratea van Hugo de Groot’, Mededelingen der Koninklijke
Nederlandsche Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, nieuwe reeks, XII, no. 2, 1959,
pp. 169-235, esp. p. 218 (no. 55): Italy, 2nd ½ 15th c
McGurk, IV, pp. xviii-xix: Sicilian Germanicus mss of the late 15th C seem to be accompanied by the
same group of excerpts:
Aratus Genus
Aratea
Germanicis Caesaris Aratea
Arata Phaenom reliquiae
Aratea de sole et luna
Excerpt from Pliny 18
Further excerpt fromPliny 18
De polis mundi
Third excerpt from Pliny 18
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